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Indian Television News Portal is dedicated for Publishing Articles Related to Hindi, Tamil, Telugu, Kannada, Malayalam, Bengali and Other Indian TV Channels. You can Get OTT Release Date and Available Titles of Prime Video, Netflix, Sun NXT, ManoramaMax, Disney+Hotstar,
ZEE5, SonyLIV, Aha, ALTBalaji, Discovery+, Eros Now, Hoichoi, ShemarooMe, Ullu App, Voot, YuppTV, Hungama Play, JioTV, JioCinema, Lionsgate Play, MX Player, Mubi etc. After the success of 'Jekhi' and 'Anurager Chhoya', TV is all set to release a full fledged remake of the
famous Malayalam Soap opera -Karuthamuthu. But, the TV channel has already informed that the title of the soap will be same as the title of the original. It will be released in a short span of time. The Bangla version will be released on the 12th of February and most probably,
the trailer will be released very soon. To know the trailer launch date, please read this post till last. (,, #AnuragerChhoya #Karuthamuthu #DibyojyotiDutta #SwastikaGhosh) Majority of the characters in the serial Anurager Chhoya are adopted from the original Malayalam
serial. Apart from the real life characters, the TV show also features their fictional counterparts. The heroine of the drama is Swastika Ghosh, who was earlier a main lead in Dance Brama Dance. Dibyojyoti Datta, who was earlier known for The Raktakarana serial is also playing
a pivotal character in Anurager Chhoya Serial. Prarabdhi and Mitra are also part of the serial. On the other hand, Sayantani plays the role of Shiamak's wife (Monya) in the Serial. The actual lead of the drama is played by Swastika Ghosh. To know more about the characters
and their important roles in the drama, please read on till end.
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